NOTES

This facade is standard on mounted maneuver ranges. The FAC has a different design. See FAC A-03 and FAC E-05 for additional requirements.

Provide female screw-nut exit PhD framing with exposed sheathing. Bolt framing to the concrete floor. Bolt AASCO Class IV 1/2"-13 x 6" to the concrete floor for each window. Provide target board below the plate. Minimum size is 5'-0" wide, 3'-0" deep, with height as required for the top to be 5'-0" below the window sill. Provide and install, as needed.

Provide Widened Exit Emplacement at least 30 feet behind the facade. Maximum 120'-0". Provide separate power and data cable holes directly into the facade. Connect all power and internet cables to interior outlets. Check with the electrical engineer for additional information.

Ensure positive drainage away from the facade and Emplacement.

NOTE: V Version is made up of any two façade versions. The V version is optional and counts as 2 façades WRT standard allowable footprint.